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T H E D E C L I N E O F T H E P H O N E M E /r/ I N E N G L I S H 

I. In an earlier paper1 we submitted some evidence for the theory that a slight 
functional load of a phoneme may act as a motive for its ultimate elimination from 
the given phonematic system. The tendency aiming at such elimination was demon
strated there on a number of concrete instances drawn from the development of 
English (see, especially, the all but complete elimination of the /h/-phoneme in Modern 
English, the disappearance from M[iddle] E[nglish] of the voiced velar spirant pho
neme lil, the abandonment by E[arly]ME of the voiceless sonant phonemes /R, L , N/ 
and — last but not le'ast — /J / , etc.). It was also duly stressed there that the operation 
of the quantitative factors asserting themselves in such eliminating processes is 
always closely co-ordinated with the operation of factors of qualitative order, and 
that noteworthy co-ordination can also be ascertained between the operation of 
phonic factors of both orders on the one hand and the needs and wants of higher 
language levels, grammatical and lexical, -on the other (a striking instance of the 
•latter kind of co-operation was examined in another of our papers).2 

The most typical of the discussed issues was certainly that of the English pho
neme /h/ which in present-day sub-standard English has been almost discarded as 
a phoneme because its only surviving manifestation, the word-initial prevocalic 
[h]-sound, is evaluated rather as a stylistic means signalling emphasis than as a 
means used for distinctive purposes. Even though the present-day Southern 
British3 Standard is much more conservative and does not go the length of the 
road covered by its sub-standard species, there can be no serious doubt that the 
trend of the phonematic development of /h/ in the former does not substantially 
differ from the trend established in the latter. 

A closer look at the phonematic history of English will reveal that the case of the 
/h/-phoneme does not stand isolated. In the present paper we want to discuss another 
case of a phoneme whose functional load has become gradually reduced to such 
a degree that the preservation of its phonematic status in the future development 
of English is beginning to be felt questionable. This other phoneme is the SB /r/ 
which, as is commonly known, can occur in prevocalic positions only,4 in striking 
contrast to its ancestor, the 0[ld] E[nglish] phoneme /r/ which could also occur 
in a number of other word-positions from which, however, it was to become barred 
later on. Thus the OE /r/ could be found before consonants (see, e. g., hierde, heorte, 
wiersa, etc), in word-final positions before a pause (such as in feor, peer, cecer), in 
gemination (cierran, steorra), and in some word-initial clusters inadmissible in ModE 
(cf. hrcefen, writcm). As is commonly known, in all such word-positions the Southern 
English /r/-phoneme was to become eliminated sooner or later, with the result that 
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the functional load of the present-day /r/-phoneme is much smaller than used to be 
that of its OE ancestor. 

Some of the eliminations go back to a relatively early period. As the earliest of 
all might be denoted the prehistoric change of the syllabic r-sound into the sequence 
'i + r, later reduced to e + t (see instances like wcer, hider, meder, etc., analysed 
by K. Luick, Historische Grammatik der englischen Sprache [henceforth cited 
as HG], Leipzig 1914 — 40, § 317 — 20). Here the insertion of the svarabhakti 
vowel clearly led to the elimination of pre-OE /r/ in one of its positions of occur
rence, and so to a slight decrease of its functional load; yet it appears that in such 
positions the syllabic r-sound was often restored by morphological analogy (see 
Luick, 1. c). Under these circumstances, the first really undoubted step clearly 
reducing the functional load of the English phoneme /r/ was to take place only 
somewhat later, in the historical period of the language. It was the familiar change 
of the cluster hr into voiceless R which may have taken place already in O E 5 or in 
E M E at the latest.6 Later in the ME period, but again relatively early, came the 
abolition of the geminated -rr- (most probably it should be ascribed to the close 
of the 14th century).7 Throughout the ME period, however, the English /r/-phoneme 
managed to uphold most of its word-positions and, as is generally known, in some 
instances its postvocalic variant influenced the preceding vowel sound to a non-
insignificant degree. 

The said influence reached its highest point by the lowering of preceding vowels 
(as in LME er > ar) and by the emergence of the svarabhakti mixed vowel between 
the vowels (especially the long ones) and r in the latter half of the 15th century.8 

These developments naturally raise the question of the phonetic character of the 
English r-sound throughout the development of English. At present we will confine 
our attention to the phonetic character of the L M E non-prevocalic r, because it is 
exactly this variant of r which is concerned in the above-said two developments. 
It seems probable that this L M E non-prevocalic r was an inverted fricative sound. 
Positive evidence of this is submitted by the state of things observable in the NE 
and GA standards of English, while negative evidence is supplied by the situation 
existing in the Scottish standard.9 

One might be tempted to suppose with E . Sievers 1 0 that the OE r (or at least its non-pre
vocalic variant) was also an inverted sound, as it too exercised notable influence on the vowels 
preceding it (see especially the changes commonly labelled as breaking). It is interesting to note, 
however, that most experts in OE disagree with Sievers on this point. H. Sweet, H. C. Wyld, 
K. Luick and E. J . Dob son 1 1 are unanimous in assuming the trilled articulation of the OE 
r-sound. Dobson has rightly insisted, following the earlier hints by Bulbring and Luick, on the 
necessity of distinguishing the "rounding influence of r" under which heading the OE breaking 
undoubtedly belongs from the other two processes for which r was responsible, viz. the "low
ering influence" and the development of the glide a before r. Dobson asserts that the rounding 
influence is "due to the lip-protrusion which accompanies the articulation of the consonant... 
and may operate at any time in the history of English" (1. c). This assumption appears perfectly 
sound; it accounts for the absence of breaking by r both in short back vowels (which already 
possessing a labial quality could not take on labial glide) and in long vowels generally (in which, 
owing to their bimoric quantity,12 the final labial glide' could not become conspicuous nad there
fore did not transcend the limits of a purely incidental, functionally non-essential phenomenon). 
To sum up, the influence of OE non-prevocalis r on the preceding vowels cannot be regarded 
as equivalent to the influence exercised on the preceding vowels by the ME and EModE non-
prevocalic r; consequently, there is no reason to postulate a phonetic identity (or close proximity) 
of the two. 

The rise of the glide a between the vowel and the non-prevocalic r-sound pre
pared the ground for a further, very radical reduction of the functional load of the 
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English /r/-phoneme. The a-sound, that is to say, was ready to take over most of the 
distinctive functions of the following r-sound, and in view of its vocalic character, 
ensuring high audibility as well as easy articulation, it turned out to be, even on 
purely material grounds, more eligible for these functions than the consonantal 
sound which until then had only been propped by it. As a result, the consonant 
r became dropped in the above-specified positions;13 the phonematic consequence 
of this was not only the elimination of the r-phoneme from a vast number of the 
words originally containing it but also the rise of a new vowel phoneme a.14 

After the above-described reductions of its functional load, the present-day 
SB phoneme /r/ can occur only in prevocalic positions. From this it follows that 
the only consonant clusters in which it may participate are the word-initial ones, and 
that /r/ always constitutes the last element of such clusters. After the LMB change 
oiwr- into r- (see Horn—Lehnert, L L § 486) the structure of the remaining clusters 
is fairly monotous, presenting in principle two types only, viz. "s + muta + r" 
(i. e. pr, br, spr; tr, dr, str; kr, gr, skr), and "voiceless fricative other than s + r" 
(i. e. fr, dr, fr). On the other hand, the number of clusters remains relatively high. 
It might appear; therefore, that despite the many reductions of occurrence pointed 
out above, a fairly high number of the possibilities of occurrence has been left to our 
/r/-phoneme and that, under such circumstances, one should think twice before one 
places it (as we have done in the opening paragraphs of the present paper) into the 
same category as the phoneme /h/ whose possibilities of occurrence in the SB standard 
are incomparably more limited. 

At first sight such conclusion seems sound indeed; there can be no doubt whatever 
that compared with the /h/-phoneme the SB phoneme /r/ is holding firmer ground. 
And yet, a closer examination of its manifestations in SB cannot fail to reveal 
unmistakable signs pointing to the fact that the position of /r/ in the SB phonematic 
system has been appreciably shaken. There are at least three symptoms indicating 
such diagnosis; each of them will be briefly discussed here. 

II. The first symptom are the familiar cases of the so-called "linking r". As is 
generally known," the SB word-final postvocalic r is not dropped if immediately fol
lowed by a word beginning in a vowel (note the well-known differences [its hia — hiar 
it iz; its fa: — its fa:r a'wet] and the like). The-r-sound emerging in such sandhi 
situations is synchronically evaluated as a means preventing hiatus contact of the 
two vowel bordering on r. That such evaluation of the linking r is really present is 
evidenced by the familiar instances of the so-called "intrusive r", i. e. of such cases 
of the hiatus r-sound as are etymologically illegitimate, in other words, of those 
cases in which the emergence of r is motivated exclusively by the the phonematic 
structure of its context (note again the often quoted instances of the type [indiar 
ofis, Sa lo:r av 8a Isend] etc.).15 A thing to be particularly noted is the almost uni
versal use of this hiatus r by people of all classes, educated and uneducated alike 
(this was stressed especially by A. Lloyd James, quoted by Horn—Lehnert, 1. c.);16 

this may certainly be taken as evidence that such universal use is conditioned by the 
structural situation of the SB phonematic system. 

The main aspect of that structural situation may be summed up by stating that 
such an inserted r-sound is a fact of syntactical phonematics, not of word-phone-
matics, like the SB r-sound in words of the type red, crab, spring etc. Clearly, despite 
the phonetic identifiability of the hiatus and non-hiatus r-sounds, their phonematic 
evaluation must be basically different. As the hiatus r-sound is not indispensable 
for conveying the meaning of the word to which it is attached, its main function 

6 60-79 
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is rather to clearly delimit that word from the following word-unit within the sen
tence.17 Obviously, the delimiting, non-distinctive function of the one category 
of the r-sounds cannot fail to affect the other, distinctively functioning category 
of the r-sounds, whose situation in the SB phonematic system is consequently felt 
as less clear than the situation of those phonemes which do not possess such homo-
phonous non-distinctive counterparts. On the other hand, the distinctive function 
performed by the r-sounds in words of the type red, crab, spring necessarily affects 
the evaluation of those r-sounds which are non-distinctive: the distinctive functional 
capacity of the sound, evidenced by the cases of the former type, will of necessity 
appear somewhat frustrated if employed for "merely" delimitative purposes. 

To put the thing differently, the functional ambiguity of the SB r-sound must 
necessarily lead to some uncertainty about the exact status of the phoneme /r/ in 
the SB phonematic system. And it is exactly this uncertainty that may be respons
ible for the peculiar development which, according to the English phoneticians,18 

has been of late rapidly spreading in the pronunciation of the younger generation, 
viz. for a complete abandonment of the linking r (and of course for the non-intro
duction of the intrusive r). This development, that is to say, may be accounted for 
most conveniently as an.attempt to restrict the use of the phoneme /r/ to the exlu-
sive performance of its distinctive functions, and to disengage it from the functions 
of non-distinctive, purely delimitative character.19 Conversely, the above-discussed 
very strong tendency to employ the linking and intrusive r-sounds, might be ac
counted for as evidence for an opposite attempt, aimed at restricting the use of the 
phoneme /r/ to the exclusive performance of delimitative, non-distinctive functions. 
(Under this assumption, the instances in which r serves distinctive purposes, as in 
red, crab, spring, must be disposed of in the manner referred to below in the dis
cussion of our symptom No. 3.) 

The above analysis of the first of our symptoms, viz. of the linking r and the 
phenomena connected with it, will have revealed with sufficient clearness that the 
position of the phoneme /r/ in the phonematic system of SB is far from clear and 
firm, despite the fact that after so many reductions of its functional load the phoneme 
has managed to preserve what at first sight appears to be a fairly high number 
of the possibilities of occurrence. That even these possibilities of occurrence are not 
invulnerable will be shown, by an examination of the second and third of our sym
ptoms, to which we are now turning our attention. 

The symptom No. 2 concerns the present-day SB word-initial clusters /tr-/ and 
/dr-/. As is commonly admitted, in the articulation of each of these clusters its two 
component sounds have been welded together so intimately as to produce something 
that, from the purely phonetic standpoint, must be regarded as an affricate sound. 
As is well known, both clusters are classified as affricates by the English phonetic 
authorities.20 It is of course true that in the SB standard pronunciation the affricates 
[tr, dr] are always kept apart from their nearest articulatory analogues, the respec
tive affricates [t/, dj], from which — in spite of their acoustic similarity — they can 
always be distinguished by their ability to tolerate the insertion of an off-glide 
between their two component parts (so that one can pronounce [t-ri:, d-rai], while 
a pronunciation like [t-/in, d-jsem] is inadmissible). In the Cockney dialect of 
London, however, the situation is different: there the affricates [tr], [dr] sound so 
very much like [tf], [d%] that word-pairs*like train and chain, drove and Jove become 
virtual homonyms.21 This fact may serve as evidence of the ambition of the affricate 
phonemes /t/, dj/ to replace the clusters /tr, dr/. 
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It might be objected, naturally, that the attainment by Cockney of this stage 
of development cannot be taken as conclusive evidence for the phonematic situation 
existing in the SB standard. And yet, such evidence may be regarded as amply 
justified. It has been pointed out more than once22 that popular dialects, free from 
the conserving influence imposed upon the standard language by civilizational 
factors (such as schools, theatrical and cinema performances, broadcasts, lectures, 
sermons, etc.), can manifest the tendences of development characteristic of the 
given language system more openly and more reliably than the literary standard. 
What may be regarded as particularly illuminating, are some phenomena observable 
in children's speech: they reveal that in the common colloquial style the SB children 
speakers are often unable to tell the affricate [tr-1 from [t'-], and similarly [dr-] from 
[d;-].23 One can conclude, therefore, that in present-day SB a more or less clear tenden
cy has been taking shape, aimed at the ultimate elimination of the phonematic clusters 
/tr-/ and /dr-/ by way of their replacement by the respective affricate phonemes 
/t// and /d;/. Although the tendency has not yet progressed very far, the existence 
of the forces putting it through can hardly be a matter of doubt. 

While the symptom No. 2 revealed a tendency working for the elimination of 
two of the clusters containing jrf, the tendency No. 3, to be discussed now, disposes 
of virtually all occurrence possibilities of that phoneme, whether standing alone or 
participating in consonantal clusters. Phonetically its operation is displayed by 
a notable labialization of'the articulation of r. This labialization was recorded in 
the 'thirties by D. Jones, and Ida C. Ward mentions it as a peculiarity of the younger 
generation.24 But it must have been quite frequent already in the 19th century 
(see below evidence of this drawn from the writers of that period). The participation 
of the lips in the articulation may become so strong as to shift the articulation of the 
tongue-tip (which in any case is often very weak) into the background. The result 
then is that both acoustically and physiologically the sound, as Horn and Lehnert 
put it, "makes the impression of a w-sound." This impression is borne out by the 
way in which writers recording such pronunciation put down the sound — they 
invariably use the letter w for the purpose (Horn and Lehnert quote writings by 
various authors, starting from Dickens and Thackeray; e. g. wough, wail, fwont, 
dwiwer, notowious, Fwedewick, vewy wong, etc.).25-

On the ground of such spellings, and which is still more important, on the ground 
of the acoustic impression which was the motive leading to such spellings, one is 
led to conclude that the labialized pronunciation of the r-sound, and the ensuing 
replacement of that sound by what is identified as w, must reflect deeper changes 
in the phonematic system of those speakers who have adopted this new way of pro
nunciation. It appears that such speakers are resorting to a radical measure capable 
of disposing, at a single blow, of the above-noted functional ambiguity sticking to the 
present-day SB /r/-phoneme. Such speakers, that is, replace the /r/-phoneme in all 
its remaining positions by the /w/-phoneme, thus bringing about the phonematic 
merger of the two. — Another important point deserves to be noted: none of the 
phonetic authorities registers an analogous labialization of the linking and intrusive 
r-sounds. In terms of phonematics this means that the non-distinctive r is not 
merged with w but that it continues to perform its delimiting function; in other 
words, the r-sound is thus entirely relegated to the status of a non-phonematic 
delimitative signal. 

A number of interesting features can be observed in the impending phonematic 
merger of /r/ and /w/. Three of them will be singled out here. First, it is certainly 
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no chance that the same kind of merger can occasionally be found in the Eastern 
regions of the USA (according to the statement by H . Kurath, quoted by Horn — 
Lehnert), in which the r-sound is characterized by the same functional ambiguity as 
in SB. Identical causes have obviously led to identical results. In the GA variety 
of American English, on the other .hand, no such merger is evidenced, clearly be
cause GA does not know linking and intrusive r's and therefore the functional 
ambiguity of the phoneme /r/ does not exist there. In GA, as is well known, the 
consonantal r-sound (the inverted [a>]) and the vocalic inverted [a>] undoubtedly 
constitute allophones of one and the same phoneme. 

The second feature, duly noted by Horn and Lehnert again, though in a different 
context, is the very fact of a labializing process occurring in the present-day period, 
otherwise characterized by the very opposite tendences of articulation. As is well 
known, reduced activity of the lips has been regarded as one of the most outstanding 
features of the English "Artikulationsbasis",26 and a number of very important 
sound-changes, traceable throughout the history of English, have a common de
nominator exactly ill the weakening of labial articulation. The emergence in this 
context of a strong labializing process can hardly be due to a chance: the motives 
that have brought it about could not have been of a purely mechanical character — 
rather they may have been prompted by the needs and wants of the system of 
language, in this particular case by the functional ambiguity of the phoneme /r/ 
and by an effort to do away with it. 

The third feature is the remarkable ability of the SB phonemes /r/ and /w/ to be 
subjected to the merger. A closer examination of the distributional rules of the two 
phonemes reveals that they share relatively few positions of occurrence. Thus, /w/ 
is found extremely rarely in intervocalic positions and it is quite unknown in the 
initial clusters of the type pC, 60, jG and / C (where C means a consonant), while 
/r/ is common in all such situations. On the other hand, /r/ never occurs in initial 
clusters of the type sC- in which /w/ is commonly found. Consequently, there is no 
danger of an excessive number of homonyms arising from the phonematic merger 
of /r/ and /w/. And in those relatively very few instances in which new homonyms 
are bound to arise (see, e. g., red — wed, ring — wing) the sentence context will 
enable the listener to identify the intended meaning without any major difficulty. 
In other words, the phonemes /r/ and /w/ are, to a relatively high degree, comple
mentary with regard to the word-positions in which they occur. This fact is able 
to throw some additional light on the impending phonematic merger of our two 
phonemes. It might prove to be beneficial not only to /r/ but to /w/ as well, because 
it supplies the latter with a number of new positions in which it might occur or, 
to put the thing differently, because it promises to increase the functional load of the 
/w/-phoneme and so to make that phoneme a more efficient component part of the 
phonematic system of SB. Undoubtedly, by increasing its efficiency, the /w/-phoneme 
might obtain a firmer footing in the system of language than it has had so far27 

(see also below, Note 37). 
To our above analysis it might be objected that our phonematic interpretation 

of the "labialized r" cannot reflect the actual evaluation of that sound by the speak
ers using it, since such speakers cannot disengage themselves from the powerful 
influence of the written norm of the language, in which the r-sound, whether labial
ized or not, has invariably one and the same optical counterpart, the grapheme r. 
To this it should be answered that we are deeply aware of the more or less close 
correspondence which is bound to tie up the spoken and the written norm in any 
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language community.23 We are also ready to admit, especially in cultured commun
ities, some amount of influence exercised by the structure of the written norm upon 
the structure of the spoken norm29 and even, though to a more limited extend, 
upon the development of the latter. In our opinion, it is most probably this latter 
influence — together with the influence of other civilizational factors — which 
has so far prevented the merger of the phonemes /r/ and /w/ from spreading all 
over the SB speaking community. And yet, for all these concessions we are ready 
to make, we consider it imperative not to lose sight of'the fact that, for all their 
mutual influence, the spoken and the written norm constitute two separate systems 
and that the evolution of either of them is primarily motivated, by its own struc
tural laws (although, of course, it would be quite wrong and unduly immanentist to 
rule out the possibility of the secondary factors — like those of the written norm, 
and of a number of external structures, linguistic and extra-linguistic — intervening 
in that evolution).30 

In other words, despite the discrepancy arising in the spoken and written norms 
of those speakers who in their spoken utterances have merged /r/ and /w/ but in 
their written utterances continue keeping apart the graphematic correlates of the 
two phonemes, we have no choice but to admit that the phonematic merger m-y 
really take place in the spoken norm of such language users. After all, cases of 
continued graphematic distinction which is no longer justified by a distinction on 
the level of phonemes are abundantly found in the development of languages of 
cultured speaking communities. It is true that a large majority of such discrepancies 
must be alloted to the domain of vowels, but a number of them may be registered 
also in the consonantal domain (see, e. g. the case of Polish: there the digraph rz 
continues to be employed although the phoneme /f/ corresponding to it has long 
been abolished, having been merged with /z/ and, in other situations, with /§/). 
To sum up, the continued usage of the grapheme r in present-day SB cannot be 
used as argument against our theory of the impending phonematic merger of /r/ and /w/ 
in the language system of some SB speakers. 

III! The analysis of our three symptoms has clearly ascertained that the position 
of the phoneme /r/ in the phonematic system of present-day SB is by no means 
firm and that one can even detect a number of tendencies working for its elimination 
from that system. Viewed in the light of such tendencies, the entire history of the 
SB /r/-phoneme, traced from the earliest OE down to the present day, appears 
to take on the shape of a gradual decline, effected by successive stages. The. fact 
of such declining process is found the more remarkable since in the pre-OE period 
the functional load of the /r/-phoneme had been markedly increased by the familiar 
West Germanic change of *z > r.31 This being so, it is only natural that the historian 
of the language is expected to lay down the motives that have called- the eliminating 
process into being. 

In Section II of the present paper we submitted a theory accounting for the latest 
stages of the eliminating process partly by the reduced functional load of the pho
neme jtj and, especially, by the tendency to put an end to the functional ambiguity 
of that phoneme in present-day SB. Now it remains to find out the motives lying 
behind the opening stages of the eliminating process. 

It will be recalled that the opening two changes that definitely started the process 
were those of OE (or EME) hr- into voiceless R- and the ME simplification of the 
geminate -rr- into The motivation of the first of the two changes is clearly seen 
from the fact that by the side the process of hr- > R- we also find parallel processes 
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of hi- > L-, hn- > N-, and hw > W-. As has been shown in our paper quoted 
above, Note 1 (p. 26), these four changes must have been motivated by the tendency 
striving after the elimination of the initial /h/-phoneme, common to all the elim
inated clusters. The change, therefore, though depriving the phoneme, /r/ of one of 
its positions of occurrence, was not primarily directed against it. Furthermore, 
the fact that at the period of these changes no tendency existed in the language 
against the phoneme /r/ qua /r/, is clearly demonstrated by the fact that the newly 
arisen voiceless phoneme /R/, whose functional load was very slight, was soon to 
become voiced and so merged with the voiced /r/-phoneme (for particulars, see again 
our paper quoted in Note 1). The prestige of jij became thus somewhat strengthened, 
although the number of the occurrence positions of that phoneme (its "distributional 
capacity", as we might call it) was to remain definitely reduced by one important 
item, viz. by that of /hr/. 

The elimination of the phoneme /r/ in gemination, that probably took place 
at the close of the 14th century, tells virtually the same story as the elimination 
of the cluster /hr/. As is clearly seen from the convincing analysis given by H. Ku -
rath (see his paper referred to above, Note 7), the elimination of the geminate /rr/ 
and of all other MB geminate consonant phonemes was by no means directed against 
the phonem /r/ (or, for that matter, against any other ME consonant phoneme) 
but was the natural outcome of a different complex of changes, which started with 
the lengthening of short vowels in open syllables, and was closely connected with 
the loss of vowels in syllables lacking stress. Obviously, here again no specific ten
dency directed against the phoneme /r/ qud /r/ can be detected yet. 

Under these circumstances it appears clear that a really radical intervention in the 
distributional capacity of the English /r/-phoneme was not to take place before the 
close of the 15th century in colloquial speech (in the SB standard even much later); 
as is commonly admitted, it was only at that time that the r-sound was to become 
dropped in non-prevocalic positions. The data undoubtedly look very late, but one 
should not lose sight of an important circumstance to which attention was directed 
above in Section I: as a matter of fact, the dropping of non-prevocalic r-sounds in 
Southern English had been prepared earlier by the development of a purely phonetic 
a-glide between the r-sound and the vowel preceding it. It was also pointed out 
above that after some time this glide was to prove capable of taking over virtually 
all functions of the following r-sound, and so to contribute most effectively to its 
elimination. It is obvious then that the rise of the phonetic a-glide, which dates back 
to about the latter half of the 15th century, was an event which was to prove 
decisive for the future development of SB non-prevocalic r-sounds. The question 
of why the glide emerged in English at the time indicated is therefore essential for 
a correct estimate of the forces which were at work in setting the scene for the 
future decline of the /r/-phoneme. 

Although not all aspects of the phonic situation in ME (and especially LME) 
have been established satisfactorily by now, one thing seems clear beyond any 
doubt: the rise of the a-glide cannot have taken place while the non-prevocalic 
r-sound was still articulated as a trilled consonant — this follows not only from 
physiological considerations but is strikingly borne out by the situation in the 
Scottish standard in which the non-prevocalic r-sound has preserved its trilled 
pronunciation by now and in which the gliding sound between this r and the pre
ceding vowel is quite unknown. One can certainly agree with Dobson (see above, 
Note 9) when he connects the lowering influence of r on the preceding vowel (and, 
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in the long run, the rise of the a-glide as well) with the change in the articulation 
of the r-sound from a trill to a fricative. As to the character of this fricative, most 
plausible seems to be the assumption voiced by Luick and more recently by Horn 
and Lehnert, holding the non-prevocalic r-sound which was to enable the a-glido 
to arise for a sound of an inverted articulation. On this assumption, the rise of the 
glide would not only conform to physiological considerations but, in addition to 
this, would be in perfect agreement with the well-known GA and NE development 
of non-prevocalic /r/. 3 Z 

Whatever may have been the place of articulation of the LME non-prevocalic r, 
one thing appears certain: the abandonment of the trilled manner of articulation 
was to prove an important turning-point in the development of the SB /r/-phoneme. 
Various kinds of evidence, such as are adduced by Luick, Horn — Lehnert, and Dobson 
reveal that in non-prevocalic positions this turning-point must have been reached 
relatively early (by about the middle of the 15th century). Before a vowel, especially 
in word-initial positions, the trilled articulation was to hold on much longer (as is 
generally known, Ben Jonson heard the initial r "sounded firme" as late as the 
beginning of the EModE period), and the character of the fricative that was to 
develop in the initial word-positions is still a matter of discussion.33 

Speaking in purely phonetic terms, the background of the change from the trill 
to the fricative is comparatively easy to see: the change is one of the numerous 
manifestations of articulatory relaxation, characteristic of the phonic development 
of English. The same principle may account for the fact that non-prevocalic r, 
placed in a position of relatively weak intensity of articulation, was to give up its 
trills earlier than the prevocalic r, whose intensity of articulation was relatively very 
strong (cf. Horn—Lehnert, L L § 431). From the linguistic standpoint one should add 
that the word-initial positions also prove to be more important semantically than 
the word-final, and especially than the word-central positions,34 so that the endur
ance of the non-prevocalic r-sounds was not likely to be propped up by semantic 
factors either. On the other hand, the word-initial r-sound (and the r-sound parti
cipating in word-initial clusters) had a relatively high degree of endurance also 
because it was propped up by a high amount of semantic relevancy. 

We should like to make a point of stressing this remarkable instance of harmony of form 
and function (i. e. of physiologico-acoustic and semantic factors) in the development of language. 
Many, though certainly by no means all, impulses to phonic changes in language undoubtedly 
come from physiological quarters (the well-known principle of the economy of articulation 
playing here a highly important part). But the realization of such impulses is liable to the control 
of the'semantic factors: only such physiological impulses can be effected as do not stand in open 
contradiction to the basic function of language, i. e. that of being an instrument of mutual com
munication.35 It should only be added here that the articulatory weakening of r, consisting 
in the change of a trill into a fricative, was by no means contradictory to the needs of semantic 
clarity — as long as a phoneme becomes manifested in an audible, discernible way, the manner 
of its articulation is not particularly relevant. Only when that manner of articulation is about 
to become inaudible or indistinctive, the needs of semantic clarity may be jeopardized. At such 
moments semantic factors may be mobilized to intervene either by preventing the elimination 
of the threatened phoneme from being carried out or by enforcing such phonic change as may 
restore the endangered functional efficiency of the" concerned phoneme. ~ Incidentally, the la
bialization of the present-day SB prevocalic r-sound, analysed above in Section II as a process 
primarily intended to do away with the functional ambiguity of SB /r/, may have been partly 
prompted also by the small acoustic distinctness of the prevocalic r-sound, which sometimes 
loses its fricative character altogether and becomes replaced by something like a non-syllabio 
mixed vowel [a].38 
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IV. It is time to summarize, as briefly as possible, the provisional findings of our 
analysis. It has been ascertained that the process reducing the functional load of 
the English phoneme jxj started by two early changes (OE hr- > R- and ME rr > r) 
which in themselves were not directed against the phoneme /r/ as such.-It has been 
further found that the LME and EModE wholesale elimination of the non-prevocalic 
r-sound was only an ultimate consequence of the change of articulation of the 
r-sound from a trill into a fricative. Even this wholesale elimination, therefore, 
had not been primarily directed against the /r/-phoneme qud /r/-phoneme. Still, 
it resulted in reducing the functional load of the /r/-phoneme so radically as to call 
forth some tendences aimed at the elimination of the phoneme whose highly reduced 
distributional capacity was no longer a satisfactory guarantee of its being efficiently 
employed. It is, then, only after the wholesale elimination of the non-prevocalic 
r that quantitative factors may have entered into the process of the decline of our 
phoneme. Still, the above analysis has clearly revealed that it would be a mistake 
to make these quantitative factors exclusively responsible for the operation of the 
tendencies that attack the phoneme in present-day SB. As in the case of the SB 
phoneme /h/, here too the activity of the quantitative factors is co-ordinated, and 
indeed closely and inseparably interwoven, with that of the qualitative factors. 

One such qualitative factor was singled out above in Section II, viz. the 
functional ambiguity of the SB sound resulting from its use partly in the distinctive, 
and partly in the non-distinctive, delimitative function. That this ambiguity is 
really in the play, is convincingly shown by the fact that two of the three present-day 
tendencies attacking the phoneme are obviously concerned with the abolition of 
'that ambiguity, and that, either separately or jointly, they succeed in attaining 
that aim. As has been shown above, one of the tendencies, if consistently put through, 
would result in restricting the r-sound to its distinctive use, while the consistent 
application of the other tendency would entail the use of r for exclusively delimi
tative purposes. 

There is, however, another important qualitative factor that essentially contrib
utes to the decline of the SB /r/-phoneme and that probably adds much vigour 
to the tendencies attacking the remaining strongholds of that phoneme. This other 
factor is the structural isolation of the /r/-phoneme in the SB phonematic system.37 

In other words, there is no SB phoneme with which /r/ could enter into a kind of 
direct phonematic opposition.38 Before the change of the trilled articulation into the 
fricative, the r-sound had a related counterpart in the English phonematic system, 
viz. the phoneme / l / . The feature common to these two phonemes was their common 
membership in the group of liquids. As was convincingly shown by acousticians,39 

the link uniting the category of liquid consonants is the existence of a partial ob
struction placed in the way of the air-current emitted from the lungs to pass through 
the organs of speech. In the case of a trilled r, the flow of the air-current through 
the speech organs is intermittent, i. e. the above-said obstruction is effected in terms 
of time; in the case of the -̂sounds, only one part of the passage (usually the central) 
is closed to the air-current while the remaining parts are open, i. e. the partial ob
struction is effected in terms of space. 

After the English' /r/-phoneme had become manifested by a fricative, the link 
joining it to the /l/-phoneme became severed, and the isolation of /r/ in the phone
matic system of English became an established fact. Although the phoneme /r/ thus 
came to be manifested by a fricative sound*, it was not to enter into phonematic 
relation with any of the other fricative phonemes. Under these circumstances two 
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courses were open to the English /r/-phoneme: either to become merged with some 
of the older fricative phonemes of English (as was shown above, such course was 
adopted by the Polish /f/-phoneme which, after losing its trilled character, coalesced 
with the phoneme jzj or, in some specified positions, with /§/) or to dissociate itself 
phonetically from the fricative group and seek new possibilities of getting out from 
its structural isolation. Each of the two ways was tried in the SB area, though none 
of them with systematic consistency. An attempt to follow the first way seems to be 
indicated in the pronunciation of those speakers who allow their initial clusters 
tr- and dr- to be sounded like tf and d%, respectively. This, however, must be denoted 
as a speech habit which has not penetrated into the standard pronunciation on an 
appreciable scale; besides, this type of the elimination of /r/ is confined to the two 
above-said initial clusters, leaving the /r/ of other word-positions and other clusters 
entirely intact. 

The other of the two ways has had a wider positional application, although by 
no means all speakers of the SB standard have adopted it. Those who have, pronounce 
the r-sound without any audible friction, rather like a non-syllabic mixed vowel 
(cf. D. Jones, Outline8 § 796). Such manifestation of the /r/-phoneme may reflect 
the tendency to establish a phonematic merger of such non-syllabic a with the 
syllabic a of unstressed syllables.40 Such a tendency, however, is bound to fail in SB 
for two reasons. First, the non-syllabic a followed by a vowel is found to be very 
unexpressive both acoustically and physiologically (cf. Horn—Lehnert, L L § 440), 
and so it is often felt necessary to replace the non-syllabic a by a sound that would 
be more distinct in the above-said respects. This leads either to the restoration 
of the fricative r or to the labialization of a, resulting, as has been seen in the present 
paper, ultimately in w. Second, the syllabic unstressed a does not show any sings 
of inclination for a phonematic union with the too unstable non-syllabic a; it reveals 
a much greater propensity to a phonematic merger with the vowel-phoneme / A / . 4 1 

To sum up, not even the abandonment of its fricative manifestation can help the 
present-day SB /r/-phoneme to get out from its structural phonematic isolation, 
as long as its sticks to its non-labialized character. The position of the /r/-phoneme 
in the SB phonematic system is thus confirmed to be perceptibly shaken; it un
doubtedly constitutes one of the sore points of its system, and this qualitative fact 
certainly adds some vigour to the above^enumerated tendences, quantitative and 
qualitative alike, attacking the position of the /r/-phoneme in the SB standard of 
today. 

The survey of the history of the English /r/-phoneme sketched in the above 
pages necessarily had to confine itself to the roughest outlines of the examined 
process. Even so, it may be hoped that the survey has revealed something of the 
delicate network of the structure exposed to the process and of the variety of forces, 
both qualitative and quantitative, that have participated in shaping it. In addition, 
the survey will have fulfilled its task if it has convinced the reader of the presence 
of a number of problems in the present-day phonematic structure of SB and if it has 
given him some idea of the work of the forces striving after some solution of such 
problems. 
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S O U M R A K F O N E M U jrj V [ A N G L l O T I N E 

Autor pripomina sve starsi pojednani, v kterem ukazal, jak byl v, prubehu vyvoje anglifitiny 
postupne likvidovan fonem /h/. Do jiste miry lze podobny vyvoj zjistit i u jihoanglickeho fo
nemu /r/, ktery v prubehu vyvoje anglictiny byl eliminovan ze znacneho poctu svych byvalych 
vyskytovych poloh. Pfestoze mu dosti znacny pocet vyskytovych poloh jestS zbyva, svedcf 
nektere foneticke jevy (vznik a naopak zanik hiatoveho r, labialisace r a tim jeho pfechod ve w 
u nekterych ja. mluvcich, sklon ke splyvani poiiatecnich skupin tr-, dr- s afrikatami S, dz) o torn, 
ze postaveni fonemu /r/ je dnes v ja. standardu znafine otfeseno. 

Stejne jako u fonemu /h/,"i zde vyplyva postupna likvidace /r/ z pohnutek razu jak kvantita-
tivniho (zmenseni pofitu vyskytovych poloh), tak kvalitativniho. Kvalitativni 6initel6, ktefi tu 
hrali a hraji dulezitou ulohu, jsou hlavne dva: 1. Funkfinf obojakost ja. /r/, ktere ma jednak 
funkci rozliSovat vyznamy slov, jednak funkci vymezovaci (hi&tove r. je signalem mezislovne 
hranice). 2. Strukturni osamooeni ja. fonemu /r/ ve fonologiokem syst̂ mu ja. standardu, datujioi 
se od doby, kdy hroiva vyslovnost hlasky r pfesla ve vyslovnost tfenou (patrne invertni). Pozor-
nost je venovana i chronologii vsech prooesu. 

Pokud jde o feseni situace ja. /r/, vznik i zanik hiatoveho IT/ se zfejme snazi zrusit funkcni 
obojakost ja. fonemu. O radikalni vyfeseni vsech problemu ja. /r/ usiluje tendence k splynuti 
tohoto fonemu s ja. /w/. K tomuto splynuti vSak dochazi pouze u nekterych mluvSich, jinde 
mu brani civilisacnf 5initele. Tak zustava ja. /r/ bolavym mistem ja. fonologickeho systemu. 

P E r P E C C « D O H E M b I jrj B A H r J I H f i f C K O M H 3 M K E 

ABTOP HanoMHHaeT o CBoeM paHee HanenaTaHHOM ncwieflOBaHHH, B KOTOPOM 6bina noKa-
3aHa nocTeneHHan jiHKBHflanriH ipoHeMH /h/ B pasBHTun aHrnHHCKoro H3HKa. B onpejieneHHOH 
Mepe MOWHO IIOHO6HHH npouecc ycTaHOBHTB TaKHte y lOHtHoaHrnHHCKOH (jioHeMti /r / , KOTopan 
c pa3BHTnexi anrjiHiicKoro H3tiKa HCKJnoiairaci, nocTeneHHo HS 3HaHHTejibHoro iHcna CBOHX 
no3nn;HH. HecMOTpn Ha TO, RTO OHa eme coxpaHHeTCH B HOBOJIBHO MHornx no3Hn,HHX, Heiw-
TopHe ^OHeTHHecKHe HBJIGHHH (B03HHKHOBeHHe H, Hao6opoT, ncHe3H0BeHHe r B riiaTyce, 
jraenajiHsauHn r H, Ten CSMUM, ero nepexofl B w y eeKOTopux KWHoaHrjiHHCKHx roBopnmjix, 
tKJioHHOcTb K CJIHHHHK) Ha'iajibHbix rpynn tr-, dr- c atpifipnKaTaMH c-, dz-) cBHflexenbCTByiOT 
o TOM, vro nonoHteHHe $OHeMbi /r / B HacTomiiee BpeMH B H»KHoaHrJiHHCKOM daHflapTe 3Ha-
HHTenbHO pacmaTaHO. 

IIoflo6HO TOMy KaK y $OHeMLi /h/, H sflect nocieneHHaH nnKBHflan.HH / r / HMeeT CBoefl 
npHiHHoii c oflHofi CTOPOHH diaKTopH KonHHecTBeHHoro xapaKTepa (yMeHbmeHHe MHCJIS 
no3nnjiH, B KOTopux oHa BCTpe'iaeTCH), c Hpyroft cTopoHM (jiaKTopu KanecTBeHHoro xapaK
Tepa. H3 nocjieffHHx, nrpaBmnx 3Aecb H nrpaioinHX AO CHX nop BajKHyio pom., cjieflyeT 
ua.iBaTt nBa; 1) <DyHKHHOHa^bHyK> RBycTopoHHOCTt lOHtHoaHrnHHCKoro /r/ , KOTopoe o6jia-
HaeT KaK pa3JiH<iHTCJitHOM ^tyHKUHeH (OHO pa3Jin'iaeT 3HaieHne CJIOB), TBK H pacnpeflejmTeJib-
HOH (jtyHKnHeu (r B rnaTycc— cnrHaji rpaHnuu CJIOB). 2) CTpyKTypa^bHan H30JiHpoBaHHOCTb 
KHtHOaHrjlHBCKOH $OHeMH /r / B ^OHOHOrHHeCKOH CHCTeMe KOKHoaHraHHCKoro cTaHflapTa 
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OTHOCHmaHCH K TOMJT BpeMeHH, Korfla flpowamee r nepeiUHo BO (fpHKa-rnBHoe. (BepoHTHO, 
HHBepTHpoBaHHoe). B ciaThe oSpamaeTcn BHHMaHHe H Ha xpoHojiormo Bcex nponecccm. 

OiHOCHTentHO pa3penieHHH o6mero COCTOHHHH KWHoaHrJiHHCKoro /r / MOWHO npetfnoJio-
JKHTb, HTO B03HHKHOBeHHe H HCie3HOBeHHe I B I'HaTyce HanpaBHeHO Ha JIHKBHflan;lIK> (pyHKHHO-
HantHOH «BycTopoHHOCTH KMKHOaHrJiHHCKoii (JioHeMti. Ha OKOHiaTenbHoe penieHHe Bcex 
npo6jieM, cBH3aHHtix c rojKHoaHrjiHHCKHM /r/, HanpaBJieH HaMeiatomniicH npon,ecc CJIHHHHH 
HaHHOH (joHeMH C WMHOaHrJIHHCKHM /w/. Ho CaMO CJIHHHHe npOHCXOflHT TOJISKO y HeKOTOpMX 
roBopamnx; B Apyrnx cjiynanx eMy npennTCTByiOT oGmeKyJibTypHtie $aKTOpti. IlTan, 
WWHOaHrjlHHC.KOe /r/ OCTaGTCH 6oJIbHMM MeCTOM KMKHOaHrJIHHCKOH <J>OHOJTOrHlleCKOH CHCTeMM. 

Tlepeeeji C. 'JKaMa 


